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 with robotic process automation.

Optimizing the 
onboarding process 

In cooperation with 
Rabo Identity Services



The reason why

The onboarding of new employees or users is very time 
consuming, there is a lot of data to process and there 
are many regulations you must be compliant with. In 

short: the integration and completion of an onboarding 
process can be much more effecient.  
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EUR 
450k 

A configurable 
onboarding 
application.

Meet the solution

Agile way
of working

Customized
design

Proven identity & 
verification processes

Compliance
requirementsAlways customizable frontend, 

real-time compliance and 
controlled backend.



This is how it 
technically works. 

Architecture

User navigates to 
the progressive web 

application

Designed flows 
execute Rabobank 
based IDP defined 

discovery rules

Application safely 
connects and 

the onboarding 
flow starts

Sources will be 
checked and returns 

token to DS after 
authentication

DS will feed the  
database(s) and 

services with the 
compliant content 
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Here is how 
a user will 
experience it.

Boarding flow

Retrieve verified data via an 
electronic identity 

Electronic identity verification 
Customer will upload a passport or use NFC 
after an IDIN check or a Selfie will be done to 

be sure it is the right person 

Lookup services
If applicable perform some lookup services 

(VOG ; BIG registration / iBAN ) 

E-Mandates for recurring costs* 
If applicable get a consent for a mandate 

Electronic signing 
Get the contract ready and send a request by 

mail to sign the contract with e-ID 

* if needed
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EUR 450k Seed 
Investment, 1H20

10 times faster
60% cheaper 

- Datastreams
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Our real-time 
compliant 
integrations.

Customers
"The onboarding gives us the possibility to deliver 
fully compliant files to the health institutions we 

work with. Something highly appreciated but 
expected by our dear freelancers."

DIRECTOR & FOUNDER
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Our real-time 
compliant 
integrations.

Customers
"We provide our customers with various 

customized ISO certified services. In this way 
we meet the all increasingly strict privacy and 

compliancy standards."
DIRECTOR
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